Tactical Training Base

The 10-acre Tactical Training Base features two 150-person Expeditionary Base Camp
modules modeled after forward operating bases in current areas of operation. This includes,
guard towers, billeting tents, kitchen facilities, laundry facilities, latrine systems, and shower
systems. The Tactical Training Base gives units at Fort Devens the capability of living and
training in a realistic environment equal to anything they will find forwardly deployed.
The TEMPER, Air Supported shelters come with integrated
power and climate controlled HVAC systems.
The Expeditionary Tricon Kitchen
is capable of providing 3 meals
per day for all the soldiers, and
operated by only two personnel.
The Expeditionary Shower System allows 24 soldiers to shower
per hour; limited to a 10-minute shower.
There are four Expeditionary Latrine Systems which provide the
capability for latrine services for 75 soldiers with individual privacy
and increased sanitation.
The Expeditionary Batch Laundry provides the capability to wash
and dry 100 lbs of clothes per hour using industrial commercial
grade appliances.
The Tactical Training Base also operates the Shower Water Re-use
System, which is leveraged off existing proven technology from the Hospital Containerized
Batch Laundry and the 1500 GPH Tactical Water Purification System. This allows the
reclamation of 75-80% of the water used on the base with a 12,000 Gallons per Day
capacity.

There are four Guard Towers and a Guard Shack so that security
elements can effectively manage access control, as well as security
operations.
The Tactical Training Base provides soldiers with an area to support the
planning, staging and operations for missions, as well as a brief respite
from the rigors of duty, but in a frontline environment.
As part of the Army’s Sustainable Range Program we are committed to
providing the best possible training events for our soldiers.

Visit the Fort Devens website for more
information.
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